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The Editor’s Desk
Tom Wilson

MGTCTom@gmail.com

It’s not an MMM, but I’ve been out a lot in TC0273 this last week of May. Feels great to be
behind the wheel of a fun MG in the springtime. Emily and I are kicking around a TC trip
schedule. Oh, wait! I’m “retired!” I can go whenever I want.
The MG Car Club asked me to be a guest on their weekly podcast. It was an easy and fun
interview. There are many good podcasts accumulating; I encourage you to listen to them;
https://www.mgpodcast.uk/episodes is a link to them.

on with MMM projects, I’m sure Mike is always buying something - or has a piece that needs to go to a new home.
and many readers study these intently. If you’re interested in more information on the projects, contact the owners
- email addresses are in the header of each article. Mike Jansen’s story on his restoration of his and Doug’s M type
takes a lot of space in this issue - I didn’t want to edit out what is an entertaining and fun story.
on the two TC tubs I’m building. I made a buck from a good scuttle and sent both to an extraordinary shop in the U.K.
week of June now.
Be part of this newsletter!
Each newsletter has a section featuring progress on current restorations. If you’re just starting, in the midst
simples, or long and complex. I’ll help put a shine on the story and we’ll publish it.
on with you and your cars?
Let me know what you’d like in this newsletter. Feedback is great, and it’s always nice to have conversations
with fellow enthusiasts.
My email address is above and on the inside cover for you to use - or call me! Now back to building TC tubs . . .

Enter the MG Car Club photo contest!
Let Abingdon and the world see what
we are doing with our MGs!
Click on the URL for a link.
https://photos.mgcarclub.co.uk/
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Chairman’s Corner
Jack Kahler

MGJack@aol.com

beautiful MMM MGs that bring us together each year for our National Meet.
To ease that disappointment for our membership I have begun the organization of our National Meet in Atlantic City

the Airline Coupe. There are nine Airlines
spectacular display it would be if all nine
make it to Atlantic City next June!
This beautiful event logo was created by

And don’t delay - like on Lew Palmer’s
page, have your Airline Coupe delivered
for Christmas - in time for the event!
Cheers,
Jack
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MG INTERNATIONAL – ATLANTIC CITY 2021
SAVE THE DATE: 14 - 17 JUNE 2021

Join us in Atlantic City for the
sixth ALL MG event hosted by
The North American Council of MG Registers
The Council is comprised of

The North American MMM Register
The New England MGT Register
The North American MGA Register
The North American MGB Register

The Event will be based at Harrah’s - Atlantic City (overlooking Absecon Bay)
As with prior All MG events, there will be Tech Sessions, Driving Events through scenic rural
New Jersey, Chartered Bus Tours, and Register specific and combined Register events.
We expect the event website WWW.MG2021.ORG to be operational by year-end 2020.
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Treasurer’s Report
Jack Schneider

BritJack@comcast.net

Our 2020 budget is now fully funded. Thank you to all that renewed at a much earlier date than in previous years!

will not be an event held this year.

website - www.nammmr.org to have a look at the offerings. Please contact Cathy Gunderson (her contact information
is on the inside cover) with your selections.
quarterly video conference meetings on line so our board members residing across the country can all participate.

MG event!
Thanks for your participation,
Jack
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Registrar’s Ramblings
Lew Palmer

Lew@roundaboutmanor.com

Lew has nothing to report this quarter. As he’s a former owner of an
Airline Coupe, here’s a suggestion for you to prepare for next year’s event!
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Web Report
Casey Duncan

Casey.Duncan@gmail.com

Thanks to Greg Peek for setting up our vendor advertising program.
It’s a good opportunity for our suppliers to be seen by their target market - us!

Classified Ads - this month’s only one!
Early type engine block (M,D J types) ( #32650B ) that came out of my J2.
It was a replacement engine in the 1980s. The block has no leaks or cracks externally.
Number 3 piston broke apart and ruined the cylinder so the block will require new liners.
The original crank is still in place, condition unknown.
Call 732-804-3283 email mgleckstein@monmouth.com
Mike Leckstein
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Advertise With Us!

019

2
Fall,

MMMagazine
its quarterly issues as well as the opportunity
to advertise in the Resource Directory on the
NAMMM Register Website, NAMMMR.org.
Size

Per issue

Per Year
(4 issues)

Contact:
Greg Peek gpeek001@icloud.com
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When I Was Your Age
Phil Anderson

panderson@northpark.edu

Tom and I have discussed having a section of our newsletter highlighting past events and history

personally typed, copied, and mailed every issue. This selection from the third number featured an interesting
th anniversary of his birth, which
received much attention in the world of MGs that year. The second piece is by Bryan Jones on the history of his
would be good to learn of it whereabouts today. Also - enjoy Jerry’s editorial below that opened the second issue
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MMM Stories
Dave Harrison

Gas Pains
L2068 reg. JB2265
It was the best of times; it was the worst of times. No
sooner had JB2265 been placed on display in the Moss
Motors showroom in Petersburg Virginia, than I got a call.
The L2 was smelling of petrol and had been banished to a
remote corner of Moss’ vast warehouse. It was the worst
of times.
A quick inspection showed a slight weep from the bottom
right corner of the tank. I took the L2 home and removed
the tank - so much easier than on a modern car. The
after the L2’s original sympathetic restoration by David
required a permanent solution. There was no question
of buying another tank, no one reproduces them and it

timey radiator shops. Kenney specializes in repair of
in a week or two. A couple of days later he called me to
pick it up. On investigation, he determined the tank had
work early and cold soldered them up. Kenny touched up
back on the car, the repair was invisible, and the weep
was gone.
I had planned to take JB2265 to the Kimber Festival this
spring and give a presentation on its history this spring,
but it was not to be. Maybe Moss will invite me back.

you please.

Kenny and the repaired tank
A Very Important Number!

Weeping tank - not an uncommon occurence

12 Gas Pains for JB2265

My L2 on display at Moss Motors in June 2017.
JB2265 was in the showroom of cars at the
inaugural induction of members of the British

A Brief History of L2068
JB2265 is the ex-Watkinson 1933 Alpine Trial
MG. The car raced at Brooklands in the 1933
Light Car Club Relay Race (garnering a team
win) and the 500 miles BRDC (British Racing Drivers Club) , co-driven by “Eddie “ (Lord)
March.
Watkinson bought the car from MG, competed
extensively in trials in Britain in 1934, then sold
it back to MG.
Sam Collier then purchased L2068 from MG in
1935, and shipped it to the United States. The
Colliers then drove it in pre-war ARCA events.
Back together after the adventure.
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Convert your tail lights to LEDs and
reduce the load on your dynamo.
Inserts available for many British vehicles
1931 and later.
Negative or Positive ground.
Red, Amber, or White to match your lens.

Contact: Lew Palmer
sales@brittrix.com

www.brittrix.com

Bespoke Interiors
& Weather Equipment
for
T and MMM
I make custom high quality interiors
and weather equipment for MGs.
Accurate Materials & Colors - custom made
to match original colors and shading.
Connolly Bros. Celstra leather, as original for
Vinyl carefully selected and custom matched.
Weather equipment in fawn wigan, black and
tan modern acrylic fibers.
Carpets in original design for MMM and T series.
Accurate Details - Hand made by a craftsman,
duplicating original details.
Accurate Fit - Kimber Creek can custom make
interior trim panels for your MG to ensure
simple and straightforward installation.

Kimber Creek Ltd.
Tom Wilson
Zionsville, IN USA
(317) 432-1984

14

Kimber0251@gmail.com

T Factory Production Record
Chassis No.
Original Engine No.
Build Date
Production Car No.
Note

TD8888
XPAG/TD/LHX9675
09-Jul-1951
TD/8888 EXL/NA
Hank Rippert’s TD

Though your editor knew him only by reputation and at
and active stalwart of the MG community. Many had contact with him six times per year from his column in The

obituary

another Safety Fast inspection in 1990

Meanwhile, the worldwide MG community also lost an important leader, visionary, friend, and organizer with the
passing of Peter Green early in May. Many of you knew him well; others by reputation only. Peter was an MMM
enthusiast through and through, generous with his time, advice, and help in keeping all of our MGs on the road.
Information and tribute at https://peter-johnthomas-green.muchloved.com/

Peter and Thelma at the 1983 Mille Miglia
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Restoration News
Mike Jansen

M.Jansen@mchsi.com

Back to Life – Again
for M3415
Part 2
Aug. 2016 to Aug. 2018
If you are just tuning in, this is the second third of a threepart article describing the most current restoration of
told of our purchase, known provenance, goals of the
restoration, teardown, chassis and chassis component
restoration up to having a rolling chassis.
Note: The term “we” in this article refers
to Mike and Doug Jansen; we co-own
all things MG, as well as the costs of
restoration. Our roles in the project are
the physical restoration work and Doug
makes all the important decisions - like
be used as well as when the restoration
work I do is acceptable. It’s a great
relationship for a couple of brothers.

Gilbert. It was exciting to think we would
This was indeed a big milestone, and a huge step in
completing the project. Doug and I made a day of picking
Detroit, MI airport (3 hours) with trailer in tow. Once
there we inspected the shipment, paid the nice lady, and
headed back to Kendallville where we were met by family
fuss was about (and of course to help unload).

16 Back to Life – Again – for M3415

Blockley tyres on the rims!

New dashboard made to match the original.
Mahogany, complete with ogee edge.

A couple of proud M-type owners.
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that could be completed before the engine arrived
(windscreen, battery box, dashboard, wiring, steering,
preliminary interior, door latches and so on).

Now progress began to slow… things as simple as the
location of the battery box had to be investigated. The
research we learned the box had been moved from its

to use as many of the original components as possible
much as we wanted to repair and reuse the original, it
the MMM forum, the original box and a buddy who
happened to own a sheet metal fabrication business, we
had a new one made (rivets and all!).

the rear of the car, which was the proper location for a
replaced years ago. After more study of period photos, a
bracket was fabricated and the new box mounted in the
correct location.

New box in proper M type location
Old battery box in Morris Minor location

v

Engine, gearbox, and driveline in place

18 Back to Life – Again – for M3415

At this point we are two years into the restoration. It
seemed like there was a lot happening, but nothing
was really getting completed. I was not too concerned;
what was important was that I continued working on
something most every night, always making progress.
Then another call we had been waiting for came in… the
next big milestone…. It was from Phil at C & P Machine,
price for all the labor; I supplied virtually all the parts.
Keep in mind they had the engine for more than a year
(mostly waiting for the parts) and we had been making
some payments to try and lessen the blow at the end
of the engine build. Phil from C & P said, “Mike, this is
one of those business deals where you won’t be happy

Painted engine with shiny parts

Perhaps I should have negotiated the price up front?”,
and “I hope Doug understands,” among other things. As
it turns out the balance of the labor cost ended up well
under budget (in my mind), so all was good.
Once again, everything was assembled to make sure it
again.

What a great project!

As far as protecting the wood frame of the tub was
concerned, my research found nothing concrete about
how the wood was treated. The wood of the original
tub was obviously painted several times, but some
of it behind the dash appeared to have been stained.
result looks period (to me) and was tough enough for
horses to dance on. Done.
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One of the best parts about a project like this is the
number of great people you meet and who help along
the way. One of those on this project is Bob Probst. Bob,
a retired judge, has a wealth of automotive knowledge
working at the Auburn-Cord-Duesenberg Museum in
Auburn, Indiana. Bob and a bunch of his friends service
the cars on display and periodically get to take one or
two of them for a drive. Bob owns a couple of modern
MGs – one an MGA he bought new from the showroom
has a TD which he purchased when the car was only 6
years old. Again, still original paint.
One would think that by the time one got to a rolling
chassis, one would have closely inspected one’s wheels
to make sure they were correct for one’s car. Nope. Turns
out we had two different hub styles, one larger than the
of hubs made for the M-Type. A smaller, less stout style
was used in early M-Types. It was changed to a stronger
design (as I understand) because of wheel failures that
turned up during trials. In any event we had two of each
style. Try as we might we could not locate two of the
new style hubs, so we moved forward with using what
we had on hand. Our painter was adamant that rims,
spokes and hubs should all be painted separately, then
assembled. During wheel disassembly it was apparent
that the spokes were too worn-out (refer to the safety

Doug and Judge Probst

expert. The lacing and truing process required a jig to
product turned out great and put another life skill in my
pocket.

The last wheel spoking project I tackled was on my

Of course, once the wheels were painted and assembled,
two wheels with the correct style of hubs came up on
eBay. Needless to say we bought them along with more
spokes (from Buchanan’s) and had them painted. Now
we had one for the spare (with the wrong hub) and one
for wall art.

disaster. Mom had to buy me new wheels (in return I
had to use the hand trimmer to trim grass around the
yard for a month, bless her heart). This time I solicited
help from the MMM Forum as well as a local motorcycle

wiring. First the electrical components all had to be
mounted, then wire run and connections made. In
order to minimize any surprise visits from the Prince

20 Back to Life – Again – for M3415

of Darkness no corners were cut here. The ends were
all soldered and no splices allowed anywhere. All wire
was black, since we learned that color wiring schemes
for wire (The Brillman Company) that had automotive
wire with a PVC jacket and a woven cloth cover. Very

too much trouble here, except to say that the Ammeter
was wound backwards by whoever did the previous

Testing components before assembly

because there were no cores available, so I ended up
reversing the coil windings myself (another new life
skill).

we check for oil movement to the overhead cam area as
well as the pressure. Perfect. One last thing . . . water in
the radiator. The radiator is one of the few components
restored by the previous owner. Although it was painted
and chromed to show quality standards, it wasn’t until
thing - it leaked, and in about 5 places. Nothing that

Shouldn’t the ammeter be showing a negative charge under
load? Note the temporary fuses.

More than two years into the project we not only had
a rolling chassis and tub, but now a working engine!
After a check to make sure we had good oil pressure and
the charging system was charging, we ended the night
toasting our success with a bottle of champagne.

a few issues, the biggest being an interference issue
between the tunnel and the drive shaft u-joint at the
rear differential. Additional space needed to be created
so the fasteners wouldn’t rub against the tunnel.

(wings, aprons, hood, top, etc.) and chrome bits.
The leaky radiator was placed in the good hands of
Juicy Fruit to the rescue!
Yes, this really happened.

tank, distributor cap installed, both our wives (Brenda

disassembled it and sent the core off to England to be
duplicated. Then we tackled other things. Much of the
the hood frame. Both had to be done at pretty much the
set, and photos generously supplied from folks on the
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Doug at the wheel for a late summer 2018 test drive

MMM forum, then created a new seat back and bottom.
I wanted the seat to be adjustable so we built it with
adjusting pegs and slots. The seat back was patterned

Kimber Creek (Zionsville, IN), who did the upholstery
and interior panels.

Seatbottom with slats for adjustment.
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removable and disassembled into pieces for storing
On later M-Types the hood frames were attached to the
tub and folded down behind the seat back. Interestingly,
even when folded down. The tonneau cover, attached
at the front to the seat back top, covered the hood when
folded down, and attached at the back on top of the hood
on the double height Lift the Dot studs.

I’m guessing that there were only a handful of M-Types
that had a hood frame like ours did (perhaps 300 or
Klemm not only had a couple M-Types, but one was a
late model which still had its retractable hood frame.
original frame in hand all that needed to be done was to

3D modeling for machine design purposes, and after a
few short weeks, plans were eagerly developed from
to the brackets and bows to accommodate the apparent
differences in tub dimensions (remember everything
turned out great. This would be a good time to also
shout out thanks to Allan Judson (MMM Member) who
supplied great advice and a number of very useful
photos.
took some doing, but patience and persistence paid off
more like a sports car.

Finished new hood frame

Windscreen frame with Masonite glass
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attend the Autojumble at Beaulieu in order to collect the
complete but worn to the point that it simply would
have been too expensive to save them. They ended up
making more excellent garage wall art. A note on the
side aprons: during the course of production there were
three different styles of side aprons used on the M-Type.
exactly what we expected, but later we learned that

originals did not come close to matching, and it was less
expensive than having a local fabricator duplicate them.
and had the metal pounded, straightened, cut, stitched,
stretched and welded until they matched. It is no
least 30 times. Again, patience and persistence paid off.
The result looks great and we were getting ever so close
to being ready for paint.
As we were getting closer to paint it was obvious we
were missing a number of bits and pieces that simply
were not available through the MMM forum, eBay or any
wrong, I was convinced the parts we needed were out
there, but they were being “saved” by folks who were
convinced they would be needed for a future project.
The list included:
Grease zerts
Vacuum wiper motor
Spark plugs
Registration badge holder
Tools
TF201 tail lamp
Petrol shutoff valve
Side lamp covers
Damper indicators
Jack
Lamps
Dashboard fuse
M-Type gearbox remote (to replace the J2 style remote we had)
And the ever elusive horn cover

Silly shirt gets the job done

24

2 days at the Autojumble. Once there, Tom disappeared
and showed up 30 minutes later with the elusive horn
yes everything - we needed. If you ever get the chance,
this event is highly recommended!!!!
I am one to hope for the best but plan for the worse.
To that end we had special Beaulieu shirts made to let
everyone know we needed M-Type parts. It did not
take long before we realized everyone knew we were
Americans, and yes, some people openly made fun of our
shirts. I will say however that the shirts paid off; it was
tall gentleman tapped me on the shoulder and asked if I
was interested in an M-Type gearbox. Although I didn’t
purchase the whole gearbox, I did manage to purchase
the remote! Another prize possession, which was only
made possible by our silly shirts.
members and U.K. friends during Beaulieu; that was
great fun too.
of MG sites including Brooklands, the MG Car Club

hangout, Oxford University, etc.) along with numerous
pubs, towns and historic hotels. One of the other big
highlights of the adventure was a trip to Andy King’s
place. Andy manufactures MG components, performs
restorations, sells parts and of course has a number of MGs.

Beaulieu Booty!

2M3150

2M3415

Tonneau cover test pattern

before painting.
For this effort we selected Thomas Upholstery in Garrett
Indiana because of their reputation for work on Cords and
Duesenbergs in the area. They did a great job recreating
the top from nothing but photographs and skill.
until we were ready for Paint.
Look Mom, wings and lights!

surprises.
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Restoration News
John Libbert

jorolibb@aol.com

My J2 has been “under restoration”
for 33 years and counting. What’s
taking so long? Sometimes I’ve
felt like Mr. Dave as he talked to
“It’s the
most perfect day to start any job
– tomorrow.
Most marvelous
day that was ever invented. Why,
there’s absolutely nothing a man
can’t do – tomorrow.” J3118 and
my story isn’t quite like that – I
think!
Not that this is a contest for the
longest restoration, and even if it
were, I certainly would not want to
be the winner. Here is a brief story
of my many years of the on and
J3118, as I am bringing it slowly
back to life.
My path to buying and restoring a J2 Midget starts
with a ‘72 Midget I purchased in 1978. It was my daily
driver for a time when I was in my early 20s. After
attending the 1981 Cincinnati Concours d ‘Elegance
this time an older one that I could do a full restoration
on. Two weeks later (sometimes I actually do things
fast!) a basket case 1960 MGA was in my garage.
quite the learning experience. It was also a lot of fun.
I set my sights on an older MG to restore. Starting to
see a pattern here?
At a local British Car show in New Jersey in 1987
(where I was living at the time) I came across a photo
display of several cars for sale next to an MGA. One
to be a TC. Turned out it wasn’t a TC, but a 1933
swept wing J2 located in California. I’d never seen
a J2 with swept wings before, having previously only
seen two J2s, both with cycle wings. We struck up a
conversation, I expressed interest in it and asked the
seller to send me more photos after he returned home.

26 The longest restoration? J3118

Note the TR2/3 body to the left, TD to the right.

Several weeks later a small package of photos arrived
in the mail from him. They showed a sad looking
car missing a few parts. I didn’t fully realize at the
time how many parts were actually missing (sound
familiar?), but the original engine and gearbox were
there. The most important thing was that it was within
reached an agreement on a price which included some
new spare parts and delivery to New Jersey by the end
of October.
A month later (September 1987) I went to the Vintage
Fall Festival races at Lime Rock, Connecticut, and to
my delight someone was racing a beautiful green J2.
While I was admiring the J2 a couple stopped by and
invited me to visit them in Connecticut and look at the
two J2s he owned (Jim and Debbie, also NAMMMR
members, still own a pair of J2s). This was the
beginning of a friendship that continues to this day.
Jim was also the person who told me about a basket
case TC that I subsequently purchased from someone
for me.

the J2 arrived is disassemble it – or most everything
that wasn’t already disassembled. Then started the
process of cleaning, repairing, painting, hunting for
parts, and that whole shebang. I worked slow and
In December 1987 I received a phone call from Jerry

member, and the England based MG Car Club and
Octagon Car Club. One can’t have too many friends
and contacts when trying to restore an MMM car.
A lot has happened since I bought the J2 in 1987 that’s

I ordered a new J2 body tub from Steve Gilbert. He
consolidated some of my other MG parts purchases
from UK sources with the tub into one fairly large
crate and shipped it to me in Cincinnati. When the
crate arrived in late 2017 I set aside the TC restoration
to focus on the J2. While there aren’t a lot of hours
much I’ve accomplished since then.

and learning new or better ways to restore original parts.
That’s led me to review some of the work I did many
years ago and redoing many things. Sometimes it feels
as if the restoration is starting all over from the chassis
I believe it’s worthwhile, and in the end will produce a
much better car. Of course, time has also allowed
to make more contacts and friends.
You’ll see in these photos that good progress is
I should mention one good friend who’s been a
the J2) – that’s our editor, Tom Wilson. With
his knowledge and encouragement along with
everyone else in the MMM community (including
Tom Metcalf’s many years of encouragement), I

Loading J3118 to move to Cincinnati

that company closed its doors. Robin graciously
married me in 1995. We bought a house and raised
a family. I’ve spent a lot of time working on the TC
(still not done), and all along the way acquiring needed
J2 and TC parts as they were available and budget
allowed. And I’ve regularly attended numerous MG
Harpers Ferry) – time with friends is more than a
For close to thirty years I‘d been dabbling in J3118’s
restoration. Tomorrow had come, and friends and
The new tub arrives!

it!’ I caved on the body, admitting to myself that I
I

had

the
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Fitting up everything. This is the current status of J3118’s restoration.
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at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway - 2015.
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Reed & Jan Tarwater’s J2 and PB

